We speed up marginal inference by ignoring factors that do not significantly contribute to overall accuracy. In order to pick a suitable subset of factors to ignore, we propose three schemes: minimizing the number of model factors under a bound on the KL divergence between pruned and full models; minimizing the KL divergence under a bound on factor count; and minimizing the weighted sum of KL divergence and factor count. All three problems are solved using an approximation of the KL divergence than can be calculated in terms of marginals computed on a simple seed graph. Applied to synthetic image denoising and to three different types of NLP parsing models, this technique performs marginal inference up to 11 times faster than loopy BP, with graph sizes reduced up to 98%-at comparable error in marginals and parsing accuracy. We also show that minimizing the weighted sum of divergence and size is substantially faster than minimizing either of the other objectives based on the approximation to divergence presented here.
INTRODUCTION
Computational resources are naturally scarce; hence, in practice, we often replace generic graphical models and their machinery with more restricted classes of distributions. For example, dependency parsing in Natural Language Processing can be formulated as inference in a Markov network (Smith & Eisner, 2008) . While this approach allows great modelling flexibility and principled integration of several modules of an NLP pipeline, practical applications such as parsing web-scale data usually apply local classification approaches or models of limited structure that give better runtime guarantees than, say, BP on large and densely connected factor graphs (Nivre et al., 2004 ).
Here we show that generic approaches based on graphical models can be much more competitive if we restrict ourselves to a subgraph of the network that sufficiently approximates the full graph. Choi & Darwiche (2006) show how we can find such a graph by minimizing the KL divergence between the full and partial model; however, they require inference in the full graph-the very operation we want to avoid. How, then, can we efficiently find a sufficient subgraph without inference in the full network?
We show how-and when-the KL divergence can be approximated using the marginals of a simple proxy "seed" graph, such as a subgraph with only unary factors. We represent the divergence as the sum of three terms: (1) a sum over isolated per-factor divergences, based on the marginals of the seed graph, for all factors that are not in the target subgraph; (2) a term that measures the error we introduce by using the seed graph instead of the subgraph for calculating the divergence; and (3) a term that measures the error we introduce by considering the remaining factors in isolation. Informally, the error terms will disappear with increasing independence between the potentials of the remaining factors under the proxy distribution.
Based on this representation, we approximate the divergence by the sum of isolated per-factor gains. This approximation can be very efficiently computed but will work poorly if the unused potentials are highly correlated under the distribution of the proxy graph.
How can we use this approximation to decide which factors to ignore? We show three distinct ways to answer this question in a principled manner. First, we can minimize the size of the graph under a bound on the approximate KL divergence; second, we can minimize the approximate divergence under a bound on the number of factors; finally, we can minimize the weighted sum of both approximate divergence and factor count. The first and second objectives can be minimized in O(n log n) time, where n is the number of factors that are not in the proxy graph. The third objective only requires O(n) time.
We empirically evaluate all approaches on state-of-theart graphical models for dependency parsing in several languages. For some of these models no efficient dynamic programs (DP) exist. For others, DPs are available, but belief propagation (BP) has been shown to be significantly faster while providing comparable accuracy (Smith & Eisner, 2008) .
We show that our three objectives speed up BP inference by an order of magnitude with no loss in application accuracy (e.g., 11 times for English). This is achieved while using only a fraction (e.g., 1.3% for English) of the factors in the original graph. We also show that jointly minimizing the sum of size and divergence is the fastest option, with accuracy comparable to the other two objectives.
In the following, we first introduce our notation ( §2). Then we present the optimization problems we are trying to solve and upper bounds on the KL divergence that make this possible ( §3). We relate our approach to existing work ( §4), evaluate it on a synthetic image denoising and real-world NLP data ( §5), and conclude ( §6). In the appendix we give proof sketches of our approximations and bounds.
BACKGROUND
Here we consider binary Markov networks (Wainwright & Jordan, 2008) : our distributions are represented by undirected graphical models over the space Y def = {0, 1} |V | of assignments to binary variables V :
specified by an index set F and a corresponding fam-
We will restrict our attention to binary factors that can be represented as Ψ i (y) def = e θiφi(y) with binary feature functions φ i (y) ∈ {0, 1}.Finally, for a subset of factors G ⊆ F we will write Ψ G to mean i∈G Ψ i .
When using Markov networks we often need to calculate expectations of the variables and features under the model. These can be used for calculating the gradient during maximum likelihood learning and providing confidence values for predictions. They are also often used for posterior decoding, where the state of each variable is chosen to maximize its marginal probability, possibly subject to constraints.
Formally, we seek to find the mean vector of the sufficient statistics of p F . That is, for each factor i we want to calculate
Note that the expectations of a variable can be formulated as the expectation of a unary feature for this variable. We also often need the expectations and covariances for potentials and their products, abbreviated as E
We assume that we already have some means of inference for our model at hand-at least for small versions of it. This could be, among others, loopy belief propagation (Murphy et al., 1999) , a Gibbs sampler (Geman & Geman, 1990) , a naive or structured mean field approach , or a further developed and optimized version of the above.
Many of these approximations, however, are still too slow for practical purposes because they scale, at best, linearly with network size. When we consider factor sets that grow super-exponentially (Culotta et al., 2007) , or at least with a high polynomial (e.g., when grounding factor templates with many free variables as present in Markov Logic Networks), inference soon becomes the bottleneck of our application. But do these networks need to be so large, or can we ignore factors, speed-up inference, and still achieve sufficient accuracy?
MINIMIZING SIZE AND DIVERGENCE
As noted above, there are least three ways to tackle the question of finding an optimal subset of factors to approximate the full network. The first can be phrased as follows: among the distributions that are within some bounded KL divergence to the full graph, find the one that is smallest in terms of factor count. Formally, we need to find pĤ such that
The second way amounts to the following question: among the family of distributions that arise from picking m factors out of the full graph, which one is the closest to the full distribution? Formally, we have to find pĤ such that
This is formulation is variational in the traditional sense: we are searching for a good approximation in a family of tractable distributions, where "tractable" is defined as "small in size."
Finally, we can ask: what is the sub-graph that minimizes the weighted sum of size and KL divergence?
In this case we are explicitly searching for a trade-off between efficiency and accuracy and do not need to commit to a specific bound on size or divergence. Crucially, it turns out that for the approximations on the KL divergence presented here, choosingĤ for problem 5 is asymptotically and empirically faster than for problems 3 and 4.
All three problems are combinatorial-the space of models we have to search is exponential in |F|. Obviously, we cannot search it exhaustively, not only because the space is large, but also because evaluating the KL divergence generally requires inference in p H .
KL DIVERGENCE WITH PROXIES
We cannot try every possible subset of factors H, perform inference with it, and calculate its KL divergence to F. Instead, we can use some small initial seed graph, perform inference in it, and use the results to approximate the KL divergences for several H. Clearly, the effectiveness of this approach hinges on the choice of seed graph, but previous work in relaxation and cutting plane methods has shown that simple "local" approximations can go a long way as initial formulations of inference problems (Riedel, 2008; Tromble & Eisner, 2006; Anguelov et al., 2004) . In the following we will qualify and quantify when this approximation works well.
The cornerstone of our approach is a formulation of the KL divergence for p H that factors into isolated per-factor divergences which can be calculated using the beliefs of a proxy graph G ⊂ H. In the following we will assume that N def = H \ G and R def = F \ H; that is, H can be derived from the proxy G by adding the new factors N , and from the full graph H by removing the remaining factors R.
In words: we can calculate the divergence between p H and p F by first summing over the divergences between p G and p G∪{i} for all remaining factors i ∈ R, and then adding two error terms: S N ,R G that measures a correlation between the new product of potentials Ψ N and remaining product Ψ R ; and I R G that measures a correlation between the remaining individual potentials Ψ i with i ∈ R.
This leads us to the following factorized proxy-based approximation of the KL divergence
It is this approximation that we will consider when minimizing the three objectives we have presented earlier. Clearly, its accuracy will depend on the correlation between the features of the factors in R and N , as measured by S G N ,R + I G R . In particular, it is easy to show that if the features of all remaining factors R are independent of each other, and if Ψ N is independent of Ψ R , then the approximation is exact.
Finally, note that Riedel & Smith (2010) show that with an expectation for the feature φ i under p G we can efficiently calculate the gain D (G||G ∪ {i}) as
SIZE MINIMIZATION
The factorized proxy-based divergence allows us to find an approximation to problem 3 by simply minimizing the number |N | of new factors under a constraint on the approximate divergence D 1 G . That is, for a given proxy G we need to find the additional factors N according to arg min
This can be achieved by first sorting the factors according to their gain g G (i). Then we iterate over the sorted factors, starting at the lowest gain, and discard each factor i until the sum of the gains of all discarded factors exceeds .
DIVERGENCE MINIMIZATION
The factorized proxy-based approximation also helps us to find an approximate solution to problem 8 by solving arg min
This amounts to simply choosing the m − |G| factors i with highest g G (i), which again requires sorting the candidate factors.
Algorithm 1 Ignorant Inference using black-box solver S and initial seed graph G.
pick additional factors w.r.t. to objective and bound
JOINT MINIMIZATION
Based on the approximate divergence we can approximate the objective in problem 5 by γ |F| +
. This leads to the equivalent optimization problem arg min
This problem has the additional benefit of not requiring sorting of candidate factors: in order to solve it we simply add all factors with g G (i) ≥ γ. Choosing H thus requires O(|F \ G|) rather than O(|F \ G| log |F \ G|) time.
ALGORITHM
Algorithm 1 summarizes our method and the three basic variations we investigate here. We start with inference in some initial graph G (step 1) using some blackbox method S. In our case this graph is always the fully factorized set of local factors. Then we choose an additional set of factors N either by discarding them until the sum of discarded factor gains g G (i) exceeds (MinSize), by picking the m factors with highest gain (MinDivergence), or by picking all factors with gain higher than γ (MinJoint).
UPPER BOUND FOR DIVERGENCE
Once we have found an H and performed inference in it, we can ask how close it really is to the full graph F in terms of KL divergence. This could be used to decide whether to continue inference, or to give confidence intervals for the marginals we return. Note that here we do not require a proxy graph; instead, we can directly evaluate D (H||F) using the inference result of the algorithm. Also note that the bounds in §3.1 cannot be applied here because we cannot easily evaluate the constants that depend on second order moments.
In the following we give the tightest possible bound when we only want to consider first order moments (i.e., feature expectations). This bound is derived from an exact bound on the expectation presented by Kreinovich et al. (2003) and assumes, with no loss of generality, positive weights. 
and there exists at least one distribution with the given means for which the divergence equals the upper bound. Riedel & Smith (2010) give a looser version of this bound without the C term (which is always nonnegative). Also, while this bound is the tightest possible when we are only given potential expectations, it may still be quite loose in many cases. This is due to the fact that it allows potentials to be maximally correlated and in practice this is rarely the case.
RELATED WORK
There is a link between our work and relaxation approaches for MPE inference, in which violated factors/constraints of a graphical model (Anguelov et al., 2004; Riedel, 2008) , weighted Finite State Machine (Tromble & Eisner, 2006) or Integer Linear Program (Riedel & Clarke, 2006) are incrementally added to a partial graph. Our work differs in that we (a) tackle marginal instead of MPE inference and (b) frame the problem of choosing factors as optimization problem. Sontag & Jaakkola (2007) compute marginal probabilities by using a cutting plane approach that starts with the local polytope and then optimizes some approximation of the log partition function. Hence they ignore constraints instead of factors. While this approach does tackle marginalization, it is focusing on improving its accuracy. In particular, the optimization problems they solve in each iteration are in fact larger than the problem we want to compress (if we use BP as solver for our sub-problems). This paper can partly be seen as theoretical justification for the work of Riedel & Smith (2010) , who heuristically use a threshold on the gain function ( §3.1) in each iteration in order to choose which factors to add. Here we prove that they are effectively optimizing the weighted sum of proxy-based factorized divergence and graph size we present in §3.4. Moreover, we present a tighter bound on divergence-in fact, the tightest bound possible when we only first order moments are available. We also provide further experiments and analysis. Previous work on trainingtime feature induction for MRFs (as well as decision trees) also applied greedy, iterative divergence minimization (Della Pietra et al., 1997), and it would be interesting to apply our methods for adding multiple features at training time.
Our approach is also closely related to traditional variational methods such as the naive and structured mean field (Wainwright & Jordan, 2008) . While these approaches assume the structure to be fixed and search for good parametrization/weights, we keep the parametrization fixed and search for good structure. One advantage of our approach is that it can dynamically adapt to the complexity of the model. That is, while some some areas of the graph may be modelled as well through local factors alone, some others are easiest to capture by the (possibly loopy) structure of the full graph. Where these areas are usually depends on the observed evidence, and hence we cannot identify a fixed structure in advance. Moreover, in our case we do not pick a particular family of distributions in advance; instead, we allow it to grow as needed.
Finally, our approach is related to edge deletion in Bayesian networks (Choi & Darwiche, 2006) . They remove edges from a Bayesian network in order to find a close approximation to the full network useful for other inference-related tasks (such as MAP inference). The most obvious difference is the use of Bayesian Networks instead of Markov Networks. They also ask which factors to remove from the full graph, instead of which to add to a partial graph. This requires inference in the full model-the very operation we want to avoid. Moreover, the method they use for choosing edges to remove corresponds to MinDivergence, and therefore requires sorting of edges. Hence our MinJoint approach is asymptotically faster.
RESULTS
We now investigate and describe our algorithms in a controlled environment to display some of their properties ( §5.1) and show their effectiveness in a real-world NLP application ( §5.2).
SYNTHETIC DATA
Our approach is inspired by the following observation we made in practice: Often models consists of a very confident "local" graph, and the long distance factors only serve to correct the few mistakes the local model makes. We argue that in such cases (a) the three objectives choose a small subset of factors that is sufficient to correct the remaining errors, and (b) the decrease in graph size leads to quicker inference.
To test this claim in a controlled environment we use an existing synthetic image denoising dataset (Kumar & Hebert, 2004) . It consists of 4 original images, and 50 versions of each with added noise. The factor graph we apply is an Ising model on a 64 x 64 binary grid with nodes V and edges E defined as follows:
Here each x i is the observed pixel value with added noise, normalized to have 0 mean. The parameter α controls the confidence we give into the unary factors, and the observations we have. Hence, if we choose the unary factors as seed graph, we hope that for large α our algorithms will add only a few factors but still produce accurate results. Note that this model uses the edge weight 1. We ran experiments with varying weights and observed the same qualitative trends.
1
We choose the free parameters m, and γ for the different optimization strategies by setting α = 5 as reference point, and tune each parameter to yield factor graphs with 50% of the original factors. This allows us to directly compare the different speed-ups and errors at α = 5, as well as each methods qualitative behaviour for a range of α values. Finally, for inference in the sub-graphs, and full graph, we use Tree-Reweighted BP (TRW). Figure 1a shows the relative size of the final factor graph compared to the full graph for our three objectives. Figure 1b presents the corresponding average error in marginals with respect to the marginals of the full graph (approximately calculated using TRW). Finally, figure 1c shows the relative speed-ups compared to inference in the full graph.
All figures show a clear picture: the more confidence we have in our seed graph, the better all methods perform. For the case of MinDivergence (where we bound size) we achieve increasingly accurate results with the same number of factors. For both MinSize (where we bound divergence) and MinJoint we require fewer factors to achieve equivalent levels of accuracies. Moreover, this reduction in size leads to direct improvements in inference speed, despite having to run inference twice.
Finally, note that for α = 5 (all methods give 50% reductions in graph size) MinJoint is clearly faster than both other approaches. This suggests that its advan- tage in terms of asymptotic complexity pays off in this case. We make a similar observation for parsing below.
DEPENDENCY PARSING
The synthetic nature of the above experiments helped us to describe some of the basic properties of MinSize, MinJoint and MinDivergence, but it is not yet clear whether these are useful methods in practice. To show their utility in the real world, we also evaluate them on three second order dependency parsing models, as presented by Smith & Eisner (2008) . These models yield state-of-the-art performance for many languages and are very relevant in practice.
These factor graphs are computationally challenging: they employ a number of variables quadratic in the sentence length to represent each of the candidate dependency links between words, and a cubic number of pairwise factors between them. Factor graphs for English, for example, average about 700 nodes and 20,000 factors per sentence.
The models we consider here also contain a single "combinatorial factor" that connects all n 2 variables and ensures that the distribution models spanning trees over the tokens of the sentence. Since there are an exponential number of valid trees, naively computing this factor's messages is intractable; instead, we follow Smith & Eisner (2008) in calculated messages by combinatorial optimization. Crucially, our approach treats this machinery to calculate the initial and final beliefs (steps 2 and 4 of algorithm 1) as a black box.
We trained and tested on a subset of languages from the CoNLL Dependency Parsing Shared Tasks (Nivre et al., 2007) : Dutch, Italian, and English. Our models differ in the number and type of edges (only grandparent edges for Dutch and Italian, grandparent and sibling edges for English), and in the type of combinatorial factor used to ensure the proper tree structure for the language at hand (non-projective for Dutch, projective for Italian and English). Our models would rank highly among the shared task submissions, but could surely be further improved.
We evaluate the accuracy of inference in two ways. First, we measure the error of our marginals relative to the marginals calculated by full BP. For each sentence, we find the node with highest error and then average these maximal errors over the corpus.
Absolute errors on marginals do not give the full picture. One way to measure the effective accuracy in practice is to use posterior decoding and find the tree that maximizes the calculated marginal beliefs. This allows us to compare against a gold standard tree.
Averaged Performance
The results in terms of average dependency accuracy, speed, and final factor graph size can be seen in table 1. We compare full BP (with maximally 10 iterations) to the three setups we present in §3. For each method and language we find the most efficient parameters , m and γ that lead to the same dependency accuracy as BP in the full graph, if possible in a reasonable amount of time. See §5.2.3 for a closer look.
The table shows that, across the board, a significant reduction in size is possible without loss of dependency accuracy. Moreover, for the case of Italian we can calculate the marginals exactly and hence measure the true error of both BP and our approximations. Note that they are in fact nearly identical.
Clearly, the reduced size has a direct effect on speed. For example, for the MinJoint algorithm we observe a Figure 2a shows the number of added factors versus the number of nodes in a graph for Italian. (Other languages showed the same trends.) As expected, the graph size stays constant for MinDivergence inference, which means that we will allocate too many factors for small problems if we want to allocate enough for large ones. By contrast, the factor count required by MinSize and MinJoint adapt with problem size. Figure 2b shows that runtime also scales better with graph size. In fact, for MinJoint, MinSize and MinDiverence we observe a linear behaviour with the number of nodes, akin to the observations of Riedel (2008) in relaxed/cutting plane MAP inference. Asymptotically, however, our algorithm still scales with the number of factors |F| (or |F| log |F| when sorting) since we have to scan all remaining factors as candidates.
Choosing Factors
Which scheme should be chosen to pick factors? The previous sections suggest that MinJoint is the better approach because it is faster. To show that this observation is not based on better tuning of the parameter γ, we show how each method performs when we vary their free parameters. Figure 2c presents the effectiveness of each scheme: For several values of the parameter (when minimizing size) , m (when minimizing divergence) or γ (when minimizing both) we draw average time spent vs average accuracy.
We notice that MinJoint makes significantly better use of its runtime. In particular, we see that MinSize and MinDivergence cannot be configured to achieve the accuracy of BP (at 0.15) as quickly as MinJoint.
CONCLUSION
We have shown how to substantially speed up marginal inference by ignoring a set of factors that do not significantly contribute to overall accuracy. We surely cannot expect this always to work well: we require factor graphs that contain small but highly confident sub-models that can be used as initial proxy graphs (compare §5.1). However, we think that in many cases local clues are enough to determine the state of a variable and can hence be incorporated into powerful local sub-graphs. This has been frequently observed in NLP, where local features are in fact often hard to beat (Bengtson & Roth, 2008) . It is also crucial for the success of factor reduction methods in MPE inference (Riedel, 2008; Tromble & Eisner, 2006) for tasks such as entity resolution or semantic role labeling.
We want to extend our work in two directions. First, we want to ignore not only factors, but also values. We believe that in many cases models have an almost deterministic belief about the state of certain variables, and in these cases we can gain significant efficiencies by ignoring the other states entirely. Second, we want to investigate reparametrization of the remaining factors in the spirit of Choi & Darwiche (2006) .
Appendix: Proof Sketches
Proposition 1 relies on the fact that we can represent pG∪N (y) using Z Q i∈R E i G we can replace the first term by P i∈R log`E i G´+ log (η). The second term can we be rewritten as − P i∈R µ
